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Abstract
Given a set of n unit squares in the plane, the goal is to rank them
in spae in suh a way that only few squares see eah other vertially.
We prove that ranking the squares aording to the lexiographi order of
their enters results in at most 3n − 7 pairwise visibilities for n ≥ 4. We
also show that this bound is best possible, by exhibiting a set of n squares
with at least 3n − 7 pairwise visibilities under any ranking.
1 Problem statement
The unit square with enter c ∈ R2 is the set
S(c) = {p ∈ R2 | ‖p− c‖∞ ≤ 1}.
Given a set S of n unit squares (simply alled squares in the sequel), a ranking
of S is a sequene ρ = (S1, S2, . . . , Sn) suh that S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sn}. For i < k,
Si sees Sk under ρ if there exists a point p ∈ R
2
suh that
p ∈ Si ∩ Sk,
p /∈ Sj, i < j < k.
The graph on S formed by all pairs {Si, Sk} suh that Si sees Sk under ρ is
alled the visibility graph of ρ and will be denoted by G(ρ).
The goal is to nd a ranking ρ suh that G(ρ) has as few edges as possible.
We do not know how to nd the best ranking for a given set S, but we prove
that there is always a ranking ρ under whih G(ρ) has no more than 3n − 7
edges. For some sets S, this is the best bound that an be ahieved.
This researh is motivated by similar questions for intervals in R
1
[1℄.
2 Main result
Given a ranking ρ = (S1, S2, . . . , Sn), the enter of square Si will be denoted by
ci = (xi, yi), i = 1, 2, . . . , n. We will repeatedly use the following simple fat.
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Observation 1 Let ρ = (S1, S2, . . . , Sn) be a ranking, and suppose that there
are enters ci, cj, ck with i < j < k, suh that cj is ontained in the (axis-
parallel) retangle spanned by ci and ck. Then {Si, Sk} is not an edge
of G(ρ).
Proof. Center cj being ontained in the retangle spanned by ci and ck is
easily seen to be equivalent to Sj ⊇ Si ∩ Sk. It follows that Si does not see Sk
under ρ.
The size (number of edges) of the visibility graph may be Θ(n2) for a \bad"
ranking, see Figure 1 (left). The right part of the gure depits the lexiographi
ranking. Aording to the next lemma, this ranking always results in O(n)
visibilities.
Figure 1: Upward view on a ranked set of squares. Left: All squares in the
lower half see all squares in the upper half. Right: the lexiographi ranking
inurs only linearly many visibilities.
Lemma 2 Let ρ
lex
= (S1, S2, . . . , Sn) be the lexiographi ranking, meaning
that i < j if and only if the enter of Si is lexiographially smaller than the
enter of Sj. Then G(ρlex) is a planar graph. More preisely, the straight-
line embedding of G(ρ
lex
) obtained by mapping eah square Si to its enter
ci ∈ R
2
is a plane graph.
Proof. We show that if two segments cicj and ckcℓ ross, then G(ρlex) ontains
at most one of the edges {Si, Sj} and {Sk, Sℓ}.
Sine deletion of other squares an only add visibilities between the four
squares involved in the rossing, we may w.l.o.g. assume that S = {S1, S2, S3, S4}.
By lexiographi order of the enters, there are only two ases.
Case (a): Segments c1c3 and c2c4 ross. If y2 is between y1 and y3, we
get that c2 is in the retangle spanned by c1 and c3, so {S1, S3} is not an edge
of G(ρ
lex
) by Observation 1.
If y2 is not between y1 and y3, we either have y2 < min(y1, y3) and thus
y4 > y3 (otherwise, there would be no rossing), or y2 > max(y1, y3) and thus
2
y4 < y3. In both ases, y3 is between y2 and y4 whih means that c3 is in the
retangle spanned by c2 and c4. This in turn shows that {S2, S4} is not an edge
of G(ρ
lex
).
Case (b): Segments c1c4 and c2c3 ross. An easy ase ours if one of
c2 and c3 is in the retangle spanned by c1 and c4, sine Observation 1 then
implies that {S1, S4} is not an edge.
Otherwise, we have
y2 < min(y1, y4) ≤ y4 (1)
and thus
y3 > max(y1, y4) ≥ y1 (2)
(beause of the rossing), or y3 < min(y1, y4) and y2 > max(y1, y4). Let us
only treat the rst ase; the seond one is symmetri under exhange of indies 2
and 3.
We now show that every point in S1∩S4 is in S2∪S3, given that S2∩S3 6= ∅.
Therefore, if {S2, S3} is an edge of G(ρlex), then {S1, S4} is not an edge.
Let p = (x, y) be any point in S1 ∩ S4. From x4 − 1 ≤ x ≤ x1 + 1 and
lexiographi order it follows that
x2− 1, x3− 1 ≤ x ≤ x2+ 1, x3+ 1. (3)
Using y4− 1 ≤ y ≤ y1+ 1 together with (1) and (2), we also onlude that
y2− 1 ≤ y ≤ y3+ 1. (4)
If y in addition satises y ≤ y2 + 1, (3) and (4) imply that p ∈ S2. But if
y > y2+1, we an use the assumption S2∩S3 6= ∅ to onlude that y3−y2 ≤ 2
and hene y > y3− 1. With (3) and (4), we then get p ∈ S3.
Now we are ready to prove our main theorem.
Theorem 3 If n ≥ 4, G(ρ
lex
) has at most 3n − 7 edges.
Proof. An upper bound of 3n − 6 already follows from Lemma 2. In order
for this bound to be tight, the outer fae of G(ρ
lex
)'s straight-line embedding
would have to be a triangle ∆ spanned by three enters ci, cj, ck, i < j < k,
and with all other enters inside ∆. Indeed, for n = 3 this is possible, but
for n ≥ 4, we get a ontradition: Let c = (x, y) be any enter distint from
ci, cj, ck. From c ∈ ∆, it easily follows that ci < c < ck (omparison being
lexiographially).
If y is between yi and yk, c is in the retangle spanned by ci and ck, so
{Si, Sk} an't be an edge of G(ρlex) by Observation 1.
If y is not between yi and yk, then y must be between yi and yj, and
between yj and yk. Depending on whether ci < c < cj or cj < c < ck, we get
that either {Si, Sj} or {Sj, Sk} is not an edge of G(ρlex).
3
3 Lower Bound
The bound of 3n − 7 derived in Theorem 3 is best possible in the worst ase,
not only under the lexiographi ranking, but under every ranking. For a proof
by piture see Figure 2.
Figure 2: A set of n unit squares suh that the visibility graph G(ρ) has at
least 3n − 7 edges for every ranking ρ: a square from the middle bunh of
n−2 squares always sees the next square above it in the bunh (these are n−3
visibilities), and it sees (or is seen by) both of the two speial squares (2n − 4
visibilities).
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